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Throughout its recorded history, Ladakh has had close cultural links 
with Central Asia. These links intensified in the early 16th century 
when Ladakh experienced a series of invasions from the north. Later 
in the 16th and 17th centuries, the region came into contact with the 
expanding Mughal Empire whose rulers themselves came to India 
from Central Asia. This paper reviews four Mughal sources for the 
history of Ladakh and its relations with neighbouring regions: 
 
• The Tarikh-i-Rashidi was written in Persian by Mirza Haidar 

Dughlat, whose military forces occupied Ladakh from 1532 to 
1536. It was translated into English by E. Dennison Ross and 
edited by Ney Elias (the former British Joint Commissioner in 
Ladakh) in 1895. 

• A second Persian work, the Ain-i-Akbari was composed by Abul 
Fazl, who served at the court of the Mughal Emperor Akbar for 
many years until his death in 1602: it gives information both on 
the Empire’s internal affairs and on its relations with its 
neighbours. 

• The Shahjahan Nama was written in the mid-17th century by 
Inayat Khan, the Royal Librarian at the court of the Emperor 
Shahjahan, and discusses military and political relations between 
Mughal Kashmir and Baltistan and Ladakh. 

• Finally, the travel accounts of François Bernier, a Frenchman who 
lived in India from 1656 to 1668, describe the visit of a Ladakhi 
embassy to Kashmir during the reign of the Emperor Aurangzeb. 

 
1 A longer version of this paper is published in: Ladakhi Histories. Local and 
Regional Perspectives. Edited by John Bray (Leiden: Brill, 2005). 
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Originally written in French, Bernier’s work was translated into 
English in the late 19th century. 

 
These works are important sources for the history of Ladakh for two 
main reasons. First, they give the Mughal view of political and 
military relations with Ladakh in the 16th and 17th centuries. Secondly, 
they provide an external perspective on the region’s economic and 
social affairs. 

Mirza Haidar Dughlat’s Tarikh-i-Rashidi 
Mirza Haidar Dughlat, a relative of the Mughal Emperor Babur, was 
born in Tashkent. In 1514 Mirza Haidar entered the service of Sultan 
Said Khan, the ruler of Kashgar, and in 1532 joined forces with his 
master in a military expedition across the Karakoram, first to Nubra 
and subsequently to the rest of Ladakh and Western Tibet. Mirza 
Haidar was not only a courageous military leader: he also took a keen 
interest in the lives and beliefs of the people he conquered. He 
recorded his adventures in a historical narrative, the Tarikh-i-Rashidi.2  

The Mirza reports that the forces led by Sultan Said Khan and 
himself were relatively small—only about 5,000 men. During this 
period, Ladakh was divided into a number of small, loosely affiliated 
principalities. The common people of Nubra were mainly unarmed, 
and therefore gave little resistance. However, the ruler of Nubra 
decided to fight the Mughal forces and was badly defeated. 

Said Khan died in 1533, and Mirza Haidar was thereafter forced 
to act independently, without any back-up from Kashgar. From Nubra, 
he entered Maryul (i.e. the Indus valley) and did not face any 
resistance there. According to him, there were two rulers in Maryul. 
One was known as Lata Jushdán, and the other Tashikun.3 Both 

 
2 For a discussion of the Tarikh-i-Rashidi in relation to Ladakhi and Tibetan sources 
see Petech (1939:119-127; 1977:25-27). The La dvags rgyal rabs chronicle does not 
mention Mirza Haidar, but there is a reference to him in the Zangskar chronicle 
(Francke 1926:158-159). Ed. 
3 Petech (1977:26-27) suggests that ‘Tashikun’ transcribes ‘bKra-shis-mgon’, and 
thinks that he may have been a semi-independent ruler of Upper Ladakh. He suggests 
that Lata Jughdán may have been the ruler of the main portion of Ladakh between 
c.1510 and 1535. Howard (1996) presents alternative interpretations. Ed. 
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submitted without any armed struggle (Tarikh-i-Rashidi:418). Mirza 
Haidar then turned to Tibet proper, reaching within eight days of 
Lhasa. However, he was forced to withdraw—as much because of the 
weather as because of Tibetan resistance. He remained in Ladakh until 
1536. 

Besides describing his invasion, the Mirza devotes a special 
chapter to Ladakh’s geographical features, its cultural and economic 
life and some aspects of its religion. Mirza Haidar divides the 
inhabitants of Ladakh and Tibet into two categories: Yulpa, who 
resided in the villages; and Champa, who were nomads and lived in 
the desert. His description of the Champas includes their food habits, 
means of livelihood, their places of migration and their use of sheep as 
a means of transport.  

Mirza Haidar describes gold extraction as an important economic 
activity, generating income for both the ruling class and the common 
people. Other Mughal sources mention the extraction of gold through 
panning river silt (see below), but Mirza Haidar refers only to gold 
mines, most of which were in the Champa districts. The people also 
extracted gold from some of the caves of Ladakh and Tibet. Mirza 
Haidar found 300 families living in these caves. He was informed that 
Guga (Guge in western Tibet) was the most important centre of gold 
production  

Mirza Haidar describes ‘breath-seizing disease’ (altitude 
sickness) as the most dangerous problem of Ladakh (Tarikh-i-Rashidi: 
412-413). According to him, it was called dam-giri and the Mughal 
called it Yas. The breath-seizing attacked the people severely where 
the population was very thin, whereas in the vicinity of forts and 
villages it had less effect. It mostly attacked the non-Ladakhi or non-
Tibetans. Local people—even local doctors—did not know the cause 
of disease because they did not suffer from it.  

Although Mirza Haidar appeals to religious motives to justify his 
invasion, he takes an interest in the religious practices of Ladakh. He 
mentions that the men of learning (ulema) were called lamas and he 
had long conversations with them with the help of an interpreter. He 
reports that the main thrust of the teachings of the lamas was to tell the 
people that the God existed in everything. They also taught the people 
the concept of heaven and hell, and believed in the transmigration of 
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the soul. The Mirza describes these as the tenets of the religion of 
Shakiá Muni (Sakyamuni).  

After giving a long description of the history and culture of 
Ladakh, Mirza Haidar turns briefly to Baltistan. His conquest of 
Baltistan was relatively easy: there was no Dam-giri in Baltistan, and 
no passes to be traversed. His patron succeeded in getting the support 
of Bahram Cho, one of the chiefs of Baltistan. With his help he 
captured the fort of Shigar (Tarikh-i-Rashidi:422). 

In 1536 Mirza Haidar left Ladakh altogether for Badakhshan 
(Afghanistan). He subsequently established control over Kashmir, 
which he ruled from 1540. In 1545 and 1548, he launched two more 
invasions of Ladakh and Baltistan and appointed governors for both 
regions. However, it is not clear how far their authority actually 
extended, and it lapsed altogether after Mirza Haidar’s death in 1551. 

The Ain-i-Akbari 
The Ain-i-Akbari is another important 16th century Mughal source 
containing material on Ladakh. It was written in Persian by Abul Fazl 
in 1595, and later translated into English by H. Blochmann and 
Colonel H.S. Jarret. Abul Fazl never visited Ladakh, but he was a 
historian who was ever willing to learn and record the historical 
events of different parts of the world. The Ain-i-Akbari is concerned 
with the administrative institutions, socio-economic developments, 
and the policies of the Emperor Akbar (r.1556-1605).  

The Ain-i-Akbari uses the term Tibet-i-Kalan (Great Tibet) for 
Ladakh, and refers to its geographical features, lamas, gold, and 
horses. Abul Fazl praises the purity of water of the Sind (Indus) river, 
and records the availability of the gold in abundance in the northern 
mountains of India and Tibet. It was obtained by sifting the silt of the 
Indus and Ganges rivers (Abul Fazl/Blochmann 1873:38-39). 

 He also records Akbar’s use of a garment fashioned on the 
Tibetan pattern. The Ain-i-Akbari reports that the Mughal emperor 
Akbar knew about Buddhist lamas’ way of life and that they 
influenced some of his own practices. Akbar believed in the principle 
of Sulh-i-Kul (peace with all) and applied this concept in his state 
policies. He also tried to encourage a composite culture in the 
different parts of the empire.  
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The Shahjahan Nama 
The Shahjahan Nama is a famous Mughal source dedicated to the 
Mughal Emperor Shahjahan (r.1628-58). It was written by Inayat 
Khan, who was superintendent of the Royal Library (Darogha-i-
Kutub Khana) and the son of Zafar Khan, the Mughal governor of 
Kashmir. Among other things, the Shahjahan Nama describes political 
relations between the Mughals and Baltistan and Tibet, as well as the 
forts, the trade routes, agricultural and horticultural productions and 
zamindars of Ladakh and Tibet.  

In 1637 Shahjahan ordered Zafar Khan to conquer Tibet—
referring here to ‘Little Tibet’ or Baltistan. To prepare for the 
invasion, Zafar Khan collected an army of 2,000 cavalry and 10,000 
infantry, drawing on the provincial troops, his own followers and 
those of the local zamindars. He followed the difficult Gurach route, 
and reached a village called Sadpara where the local people used a 
gorge for defence purposes.  

Abdal, the chief (zamindar) of Baltistan, gave tough resistance to 
the Mughal force. However, the soldiery and peasantry of Baltistan 
were dissatisfied with Abdal’s rule, and Zafar Khan was able to 
exploit this situation to capture Abdal and install his brother Adam 
Khan as ruler of Baltistan.4 Inayat Khan mentions that some local 
people were recruited into the Mughal army, and gives a long 
description of the battle between the Mughals and the Balti forces 
(Inayat Khan 1990:217-218). 

In 1639 Ali Mardan Khan, the new governor of Kashmir, sent a 
military expedition to Ladakh led by his relative Husain Beg (Petech 
1977:50-51). Mughal forces fought a battle with King Seng-ge-rnam-
rgyal (r.1616-1642) of Ladakh near Karbu. The king of Ladakh was 
forced to sue for peace, and promised to send tribute to the Mughal 
court, but never actually did so. 

 
4 Zafar Khan’s invasion of Baltistan is also discussed by Petech (1977:49-50) and 
Hashmatullah Khan (1939). For an English translation of the references to Baltistan in 
the latter, see Hashmatullah Khan (1987:19-23). Ed. 
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François Bernier’s travel accounts 
François Bernier was a French traveller and a physician, who came to 
the Mughal court in 1656 and remained in India up to 1668. He visited 
different parts of the Mughal Empire, including Kashmir.  

Bernier reports that during Shahjahan’s reign, one of the princes 
of Baltistan had sought to gain the throne with the help of the Mughal 
governor of Kashmir (a reference to the campaign described by Inayat 
Khan above). The Mughal army invaded Baltistan, eliminated other 
claimants, and installed the prince as the local ruler, subject to an 
annual tribute to be paid in the form of crystals, musk and wool.  

Bernier refers to the earlier Mughal invasion of Ladakh under 
Shahjahan.5 He then recounts that Aurangzeb in his turn had 
threatened the king of Ladakh with war, whereupon the latter sent an 
ambassador to Kashmir. The ambassador promised on behalf of the 
king that a mosque would be built in Leh; that Ladakhi coins would 
bear Aurangzeb’s insignia; and that the king of Ladakh would send an 
annual tribute to the Emperor.6 However, Bernier expressed sceptic-
ism about the effectiveness of this agreement. Bernier describes the 
embassy and the gifts that it brought: 

The embassy was accompanied by various presents, the production of the 
country [Ladakh]; such as crystal, musk, a piece of jade, and these valuable 
white tails taken from a species of cow peculiar to Great Tibet, which are 
attached by way of ornament to the ears of elephants. The jade stone presented 
upon this occasion was of an extraordinary size, and therefore very precious. 
Jachen [jade] is in great estimation in the court of the Mogol: its colour is 
greenish, with white veins, and it is so hard as to be wrought only with diamond 
powder. Cups and vases are made of this stone. I have some of most exquisite 
workmanship, inlaid with strings of gold and enriched with precious stones 
(Bernier 1891:422-423). 

Bernier met a Buddhist lama, said to be from Lhasa, who had come as 
a member of the Ladakhi embassy, and was evidently a physician. He 
had a book, which Bernier wanted to purchase, but the lama refused to 
sell it. Bernier found that he believed in the transmigration of souls. 

 
5 For this earlier invasion see Petech (1977:48-51). Ed. 
6 This was King bDe-ldan-rnam-rgyal (r.1616-1642). Petech (1977:63) dates this 
episode to 1663. Ed. 
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Bernier mentions that the shortest route from Kashmir to Kashgar was 
through Ladakh, but that this was now closed, so that it was necessary 
to travel via Baltistan. Bernier also reports that Ladakh had been an 
important trade route between Kashmir and China, and mentions 
musk, crystals, jade and wool of Ladakh as the most important trade 
goods. He was impressed with the two kinds of fine wool of Ladakh, 
the first from the sheep of Ladakh and the second from the animal 
called touz.7 However, he adds that this trade no longer functioned 
during his visit to Kashmir: 

But since Chah-Jahan’s irruption into Great Tibet the King [of Ladakh] has not 
only interdicted the passage of caravans, but has forbidden any person from 
Kachemire to enter his dominions. This is the reason why the caravans now 
take their departure from Patna on the Ganges so as to avoid his territories: they 
leave Great Tibet on the left and proceed direct to the kingdom of slaves, Lassa 
(Bernier 1891:425). 

As Petech (1977:64-65, 79) points out, this blockade must have had a 
ruinous impact on Ladakh’s economy. The blockade appears to have 
been lifted following the king of Ladakh’s agreement with Aurangzeb, 
but the long-term economic damage that it inflicted may have 
contributed to Ladakh’s defeat in the Ladakh-Tibet-Mughal war of 
1679-1684.  
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